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*Due to the financial issues that have come up this period the following representatives of the bodies did 
not attend the meeting:

• Denitsa Yordanova, Varna Regional Museum of History – (BG) / Secretarial Support

• Gabriel  Gheorghe  Custurea,  Museum of  National  History  and Archaeology  from Constanta  –  (RO)  /  
Project Manager
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• Maria Tsiousia, Culture Center of Thessaloniki S.A.- (GR) / Project Manager

• Evi Ignataki, Culture Center of Thessaloniki S.A.- (GR) / Secretarial Support



The 2nd Steering committee meeting of the project “OLKAS: From the Aegean to the Black Sea – Medieval  
Ports in the Maritime Routes of the East”  in order to talk about the project's progress so far was realized at 
the Istanbul University's Faculty of Humanities on  April 4th, 2013 at 13:30 o' clock and on  April 5th, 2013 at 
09:00 o' clock

Presentations of the partners and photographs can be found at the end of the minutes in the APPENDIX.

The detailed agenda and the list of participants of the 2nd Steering Committee is in APPENDIX I.

Using the same method as in the Kick-off meeting, in the 2nd Steering Committee it was decided as well to 
continue and to expand the acquaintance between the partners, the project's priorities, the role of each  
one and the project's objectives. For this reason it has been decided to present OLKAS per Group of Activity  
(GA) by the GA Leaders using common methodology in order for everyone to understand the project's  
progress. The presentations have been prepared in time and given to everyone in advance.  

The agenda of the meeting included:

1. Introduction and welcome speech

2. Management: Focus on the achieved results

3. Group of Activities presentation

4. General discussion regarding project implementation

5. 2nd Seminar  for  the  familiarization  with  EKBMM's  multilingual  database  “Monuments  of  the 
Byzantine world”

6. Results of the Meeting

 Opening of the Meeting and Welcome Address

 Welcome Address by Dr. Ufuk Kocabas (Project Manager -  Istanbul University, Faculty of Letters,  
Department of Conservation  of Marine Archaeological Objects  (TUR)) and information about the 
whole 2 days program of the 2nd Steering Committee

 Management: Focus on the achieved  results 

Flora  Karagianni,  OLKAS  Scientific  Coordinator  -  European  Centre  for  Byzantine  and  Post-  Byzantine  
Monuments (GR)

Dr Flora Karagianni  presented the agenda of the 2nd Steering Committee. 

•Approval by the partners of the agenda

Focus on the achieved results 

• a short presentation of the 15 months of project implementation.  She also made some general 
assumptions about the project and gave a short description of the project's progress which she 
characterized as highly satisfactory for the following:

  the partnership's network and the collaboration between the partners

 the good response by all partners for the joint management and presentation of project  
results (financial and activities reports)

 the efficient work of all partners in relation with the time-schedule and project's outputs



 the project's promotion and dissemination in total 

 the development of local promotion  networks  

 the high quality of work that has been completed and the one's that is in progress

 the one time address of the problems that have been encountered

• At the same time the important issue of  the delayed submission of the Interim Report  and 2 nd 

payment  request  was highlighted and the consequences of  this  delay  in  receiving  the 2 nd pre-
financing payment. All partners expressed their strong concern for the situation that has come up 
and their  deep  worries  on  how they could  continue the project's  implementation  without  the 
necessary financial resources.

• A lengthy discussion was followed about the financial issue and suggestions were given about what 
it can be done without having all the available financial resources and all of the partners informed 
the team that they have received their national contribution.

• Dr Karagianni  has clarified that all of these issues should be best discussed in Group of Activity 5 in  
detail. 

• Decision to discuss in detail each Group of Activity

 Group of Activities presentations

 GA1: Ports Listing and Documentation (APPENDIX II)

Flora Karagianni, OLKAS Scientific Coordinator - European Centre for Byzantine and Post- Byzantine  
Monuments (GR)

Dr Karagianni during the analysis of the GA1 pointed out that the works of the ports documentation are 
progressing in a very smoothly way and  asked all partners to send plans and 10 photographs per each port.  
Also she underlined the need to assure the copyright permits for the photographs before sending them. 

During the discussion that followed Dr  Minchev from Varna Regional Museum of History has informed all  
partners that they had difficulties in documenting the 12 ports in Bulgaria due to lack of data. During the 
discussion that  followed on this  issue all  partners  have agreed that  an official  letter  addressed to the 
Steering Committee should be submitted by Varna Regional Museum of History explaining the reasons for 
the removal of the particular port of Burgas and its replacement with the city-port of Kastritsi.

On the other hand Evren Turkmenoglou from Istanbul University informed the partners that the biggest part  
of the works for Turkish ports documentation has been completed and focused on how the ports should be  
presented in relation with the city's tourism information that belong to and discussion was followed on this  
issue where it was suggested that on list of the monuments of each post there should be an addition of the  
contact details and links to the websites of bodies, monuments and museums. Also on the s ame issue Dr 
Didebulidze  from  G.  Chubinashvili  National  Research  Center  for  Georgian  Art  History  and  Heritage 
Preservation suggested that on the model of ports listing documentation, a correction should be made  
referring to the “Cultural Sites” and not to “Medieval sites”. This suggestion was approved by everyone and  
the correction on the form it was decided to be communicated to everyone immediately.

It was confirmed that no other changes should be made on the model form of ports listing documentation  
as it is believed to be efficient one to gather the necessary data.

All  partners have been asked to enhance their efforts to document fast their ports so that it would be  
possible for all data to be entered on the website until the beginning of July.   



 GA2: Know – How, Experience and Good Practices Exchange (APPENDIX III)

Ufuk  Kocabas  /  Evren  Turkmenoglou,  Istanbul  University,  Faculty  of  Letters,  Department  of  
Conservation  of Marine Archaeological Objects (TUR)

GA2 was presented by the Group of Activity leader Istanbul University. The discussion was focused on the  
organization of  the  International  Symposium.  There  was  the presentation  of  the  Scientific  Committee 
which was set with the approval of all partners and a lot of discussion was made about the final dates of the  
Symposium. Finally it was decided that the dates of December 4th, 5th & 6th, 2013 should be considered as 
the most suitable for the Symposium.

Further discussing the details of the Symposium, a list of participants was presented and the addition of  
speakers to the Symposium was investigated especially from Istanbul, Bulgaria and maybe from Romania.  
On this issue it was decided that the completed list of participants should be ready until the end of April.  
EKBMM  has  declared  that  it  would  be  possible  to  pay  the  expenses  of  some of  the  speakers  of  the  
Symposium. According to the data until  the meeting the number of  the speakers was estimated to be 
around 40. 

The  issues  of  the  Symposium's  proceedings  and specifications  have engaged  also the  partners.  It  was 
decided that the proceedings of the Symposium should be ready with the Symposium. For this reason, with  
next month the EKBMM undertakes the responsibility to send to all the participants instructions with the 
deadlines,  the  system  of  footnotes,  abbreviations,  the  number  of  pages  etc.  The  papers  should  be 
maximum 3500 words (footnotes included) and the photos, plans could be maximum 10.  

GA2  continued  with  the  analysis  of  Steering  Committee  meetings,  the  seminars  and  the  Educational 
Missions. During the analysis Mr Turkmenoglu informed the consortium that the CFCU has visited twice the 
Istanbul University for on spot-visits and have suggested that usage of Skype and dropbox should be used 
more frequently.

 GA 3: Creation of Cross Board Cultural Tourism Products (APPENDIX IV, V & VI)

Alexander Minchev, Varna Regional Museum of History  (ΒG)

Dr Minchev as the leader partner of GA3 has started his presentation by giving a short description of the 
Museum's  progress  for  the project  and took a  lot  of  time explaining  the financial  difficulties  they are  
encountering to all project's activities due to lack of financial resources. He also gave the details of the  
theater game they have planned. (APPENDIX IV).  On this issue all partners have agreed to send an official 
letter reassuring that the financial resources will come in the following months. This draft letter will be 
prepared by them. 

The details of the exhibition organization in Thessaloniki were given with the presentation of the Cultural 
Center of Thessaloniki S.A., that Dr. Flora Karagianni presented to the consortium, due to the fact that the 2  
representatives did not have the ability to attend the meeting due to financial reasons. The presentation 
inform the consortium about  the opening of  the exhibition and the number of  individual  visitors  that  
attended the exhibition and the schools that visit  the exhibition and were guided through it.  Also the  
publicity  that the exhibition was given through newspapers,  magazines,  websites etc.  The Exhibition in 
Thessaloniki was believed to be a success by all the consortium.  (APPENDIX V)

The  exhibition organization in Istanbul  was analyzed in detail by Evren Turkmenoglou who informed the 
partners that the material for the exhibition has been collected and submitted and that due to the new 
spatial  design, the panels have been resized and reprinted. The opening day will be on April 5 th, 2013 (next 
day of the SC meeting) and it will be held at Rahmi Koc Museum' s historical “Lengerhane” building.

The  education program – theater game was the focus of meeting with the presentation of the Cultural 
Awareness Foundation that Ms Secil Erden gave. CAF has planned the drama workshop in detail giving the  



material  that  will  be  needed the  benefits  that  the  children  will  have  from playing  the  game and  the 
necessary steps that have to developed throughout the game. (APPENDIX VI)

Dr Flora Karagianni informed the partners about the documentary film. As she explained, it is going to be a 
responsibility of EKBMM, which completed with the tender and now we know which company is going to 
undertake  the  project.  Dr  Karagianni  asked  the  help  and  cooperation  of  all  the  partners  to  the  
implementation of the film  in issues related to securing  the permission for shooting and indicating the 
places where from the shooting can be taken. The partners agreed to that, but asked the shooting to be  
done after the 2nd installment of money to the project, that is not before the beginning of July. Dr Karagianni  
agreed to that and promised to be in contact with each partner for the shooting in every country.  

The session of the 2nd Steering Committee Meeting continued the next day on April 5th, 2013 at 09:00 a.m.

 GA 3: Creation of Cross Board Cultural Tourism Products (APPENDIX VII)

The Steering's Committee meeting 2nd day started with the presentation of Mr Sofronis Paradeisopoulos of 
the  Branch  of  the  Hellenic  Foundation  for  Culture,  due  to  his  flight  delay  in  the  previous  day.  Mr  
Paradeisopoulos informed all  partners about the progress to each Group of Action that their  Body has 
achieved. More specifically for the exhibition organization in Odessa he has informed all partners that in 
order to be able to follow the timetable for the exhibition they need to obtain the  graphic materials and 
textual information for translation at the latest by the beginning of May 2013. He also said that interest has  
been expressed for the exhibition by some Crimean authorities and there is a possibility that after a month  
or two in Odessa the exhibition will move to one of the Crimean cities. For this reason he proposed to  
extend the time schedule of the exhibition in Ukraine until the end of October 2013. The proposal has been  
accepted by the partnership.

 GA 4: Visibility of the Action (APPENDIX VIII)

Flora Karagianni,  European Centre for Byzantine and Post- Byzantine Monuments (GR)

The  main  topic  of  this  GA  was  the  publicity  of  the  project  that  was  achieved  so  far  through  leaflets 
distribution, press releases, articles etc, along with the initiatives that the partners have taken in relation  
with their bodies websites. The main discussion was about the website where a detailed presentation has 
been  made.  The  Steering  Committee's  members  have  expressed  their  satisfaction  about  the  project's  
OLKAS website and have taken up the responsibility in:

• uploading the project's website link on their body's website 

• uploading  material  with  at  least  two  month's  basis  (press  releases,  events,  announcements, 
audiovisual material etc.) on the OLKAS website 

• correcting  anything  that  is  required (like  the  profile  of  Cultural  Awareness  Foundation  on  the 
website. Also due to the fact that the material of the exhibition in Istanbul was a lot it had been 
asked the Turkish partners to send it in order to uploaded on the website as well. 

Also the progress of the preparation of the feasibility study and marketing plan of the new network has  
been discussed. The partners have been informed that EKBMM soon will move on with the final choice for 
assigning the feasibility study and marketing plan to an external expert and has been asked that all partners  
should step up their efforts in connecting their work with tour operators and tourism enterprises. At this  
point Dr. Minchev informed about the expression of strong interest by a tourism enterprise in Sofia. Also a 
great interest has been expressed by an enterprise (Corvus Travel) in Istanbul and by some of companies  
(especially by a lot that are involved with the cruises) in Odessa. 



 GA 5: Management and Coordination of the Action (APPENDIX IX & X)

Anastasia Chatzinikolaou, project “OLKAS” coordinator -  European Centre for Byzantine and Post-  
Byzantine Monuments (GR) (APPENDIX IX)

Georgia Tavlaki,  OLKAS Financial Manager -  European Centre of Byzantine and Post -  Byzantine  
Monuments (GR) (APPENDIX X)

In  the  GA5  was  discussed  the  project  implementation  as  a  whole.  The  Groups  of  Activities  that  are 
progressing well and the ones that fell a little behind time schedule. Ms Chatzinikolaou has presented the 
following table from which it comes out the progress of the outputs.

• Documentation of 32 “old ports  ” (on going)

• Documentary production (on going)

• “Old ports” history (Three exhibitions) (two on going)

• Educational programs - Theatre game   (on going)

• Web attractive site: «Maritime routes» (on going)
• Two seminars  (finished)

• One symposium  (on going)

• One edition (on going)
• Three contacts with tourist agencies

Also it was discussed in detail the timeline for the interim report submission.  

The discussion for the financial issues was further elaborated in the presentation that had to do mainly with 
the budget absorbency as a total, the budget absorbency per each partner and the next steps that have to  
be followed. 

Questions have been answered, clarifications have been given and it was agreed to keep the time- schedule 
agreed.

 General discussion regarding project implementation

Mutual ascertainment was that the project was running smoothly and the only problem that need to be 
dealt in order not invalidate ultimately the good job that has been done by all partners is to speed up the 
process of the second pre-financing payment. Dr Karagianni has thanked everyone for their understanding 
and patience – for an issue that is our of EKBMM's responsibility and limits of intervention – and asked  
everyone to keep working with the same effectiveness giving priority to activities that do not require much 
money to be implemented and assured all partners that they will receive detailed information not only for  
the delay timeline of the Interim Report but also for EKBMM's efforts to resolve the problem. 

 2nd Seminar:   Familiarization  with  EKBMM's  multilingual  database  “Monuments  of  the 
Byzantine world”

Flora Karagianni,  European Centre for Byzantine and Post- Byzantine Monuments (GR) (APPENDIX  
XI)

The data base was presented as scientific documentation tool and the work process was discussed (fields, 
interlocks, user codes, access rights, accessibility, language etc. )

After a lot of fruitful discussion it was decided to prepare the texts and the monuments – ports material by  



the partners,  to be introduced in the electronic  platform by EKBMM's specialized collaborator  and the  
partners having user codes (and being very familiar with the platform through the seminars) to do only the 
necessary changes.  

 Summary and Results of the Meeting

At the end of the meeting and from the discussion with the contribution of all partners several decisions 
were made concerning  the following key-points:

• the documentation of ports, 

• the Symposium, 

• the documentary,

• the exhibitions, 

• the dissemination plan

• management  issues 

DECISIONS

or the   documentation of ports   it was decided that all partners have to send plans and 10 photographs of 
each documented port and to assure the copyrights. For the difficulties that Varna's Regional Museum of  
history is encountering to document the selected  ports, to send an official letter explaining the difficulties  
and to remove ports from the verified list in case these difficulties keeps on. It was decided that by the 
beginning of July all data should be entered on the website.

For the Symposium it was decided that  the dates for it will be December 4, 5 and 6, 2013.  The list of 
participants  will  be  changed  with  some  additions  and  the  specifications  for  the  publications  for  the 
Symposium proceedings should be set until end of May. 

About the documentary EKBMM has taken up the responsibility  to inform all  partners as  soon as the  
selection of the specialists that that will perform this activity will be made.

About the exhibitions it was decided that the exhibition in Odessa due to the interest that some Crimean 
authorities have expressed, to be moved to one of the Crimean cities after a month or two in Odessa. For 
this reason they have decided to extend the time schedule of the exhibition in Ukraine until the end of  
October 2013.

MILESTONES

No Activity  dead-line

1
Reference of project “OLKAS” on each partners' website and link with the project's 
website / All partners

30/05/13

2
Submission  of  announcements,  press  releases,  photographs  and  other  visibility 
material for uploading them on the project's website / All partners

30/05/13 
(on two  months 

basis) 

3 Submission of full report about the exhibition in Istanbul / Only for the IPA partners 30/04/13

4 Official letter with Interim Report timeline / Only for EKBMM 30/04/13

5
Supporting letter for the financial issues that have arose during the last period for 
the partners that have requested it /Only for EKBMM

30/04/13

6 Graphic materials and textual information for translation /Only for EKBMM 30/04/13



8
Submission  of  Narrative  report,  Financial  Annex  and Procurement  Table  for  next 
report  (01/02/2013 – 31/05/2013) / All partners – IPA Partners only narrative report

10/06/13

7 Ports Documentation (completed data to be entered in the data base)/ All partners 30/06/13

In APPENDIX XII photographs of the Meeting 
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KEPOTHE – GREECE: PRESENTATION FOR THE EXHIBITION 

“OLKAS: From the Aegean to the Black Sea – Medieval Ports in the 
Maritime routs of the East”

Thessaloniki, Museum of Byzantine Culture
15/12/2012 – 12/05/2013
KEPOTHE TEAM : Maria Tsiousia, Evi Ignataki 

Dear partners,

The main work for Kepothe in project Olkas was to organize an exhibition, a 
“visual” journey to North Aegean, the Black Sea and the Caspian Sea.  
The months that followed our last meeting were quite stressful, but also the 
most creative.  
During  the  research  on  photographic  material,  many  public  and  private 
institutes in Greece and also private collectors showed very willing to help 
on the project. It was the time when we first realised how appealing our 
common project looks to other people. Also, with your help and guidance, 
institutes from your all countries provided significant material. 
After a lot of research, a lot of studying on ports’ history and a lot of good 
team work the exhibition was ready. 

(Slide 2)   OPENING OF THE EXHIBITION
On Saturday 15th December 2012, a unique exhibition was inaugurated In the 
Hall  of  Temporary  Exhibitions of  the  Museum of  Byzantine  Culture in 
Thessaloniki. 
Medieval  port-cities were  unfolded  through  impressive  historical  images, 
prints, engravings, maps, postcards and photographs, all  presented for the 
first time in a manner that promotes the history of each port city and its 
cultural heritage.
The duration of the exhibition was extended for three times. First it was 
about to close in January, then in March and now it is still open until May. 

(Slides 3 & 4)
The opening of the exhibition was attended by the  Minister of Macedonia 
and Thrace, the Governor of the Region of Central Macedonia, the Mayor of 
Thessaloniki,  representatives  of  the  General Consul  of  the  Republic  of 
Bulgaria and of the General Consul of Georgia, representative of the North 
Aegean Maritime Administration,  representatives  of  local  authorities,  a 
representative  team of  the  National Archives of the  Ministry  of  Foreign 
Affairs  of  Georgia, scientists-  byzantinologists from  Greece and  abroad, 
private  collectors  and people who  were  highly  interested in photos, 
documents and maps of the ports.

(Slide 5)   EACH COUNTRY’S PRESENTATION
Everyone was impressed by the number of medieval ports in Greece, many 
of  them  are  not  of  so  much  importance  nowadays,  but  their  medieval 
heritage is significant.



(Slide 6)
The medieval ports of Istanbul was new information for most visitors and 
they were all impressed by the  magnitude of the discovery of the port of 
Theodosius and of course, by the fine condition its remainings were found. 

(Slide 7)
Ports of Bulgaria distinguished for their natural beauty –the southern shores 
on the Black Sea and the so long cape of Kaliakra.
(Slide 8)
Visitors showed much interest on the ports of Romania, how old the cities 
are and how strategically they were built on Danube delta. 

(Slide 9)
Ukraine was all beauty, with Belgorod, Odessa and the other ports that most 
people learned for the first time. 

(Slide 10)
Mythology,  beautiful  sceneries  and  deep  waters  were  the comments  for 
Georgia.

(Slide 11)
And finally, Azerbaitzan was quite a surprise for us, too, because visitors 
wanted  to  know  more  about  its  history  and  were  impressed  by  the 
monuments of the old city of Baku. 

(Slides 12 & 13)  VISITORS & SCHOOL GUIDING  
During these almost four months the exhibition is open, we estimate that 
over two thousand people visited it. 
Separately is the number of schools and pupils from Thessaloniki and north 
Greece. About 30 schools organized a visit and approximately one thousand 
and five hundred pupils were guided through the exhibition, from all levels 
of education. 
All these pupils were guided in the exhibition by us. From December until 
now, we arrange separate appointments with each school team, groups of 
20 pupils, we dedicate 3 quarters of an hour for each group, and we present 
all  photographs talking about each port’s history, about their importance 
and describing all the archaeological remains. 
Surprisingly children showed a great interest and they were not bored! They 
also asked a lot of questions for the history of ports and their importance. 

(Slides 14 & 15 & 16 & 17)  MEDIA PUBLISHING 
From the first days of its opening the exhibition attracted a great interest 
from the media. Newspapers and magazines referred to it or even dedicated 
many pages to the exhibition and Project Olkas in general. Also, a great 
number  of  websites  have related  posts.  Here,  you  can see some of  the 
publishing, but we keep an archive of all of them. 

(Slide 18)  CONCLUSION 
We believe that our primary objectives for the exhibition, to document the 
ports and their cities, their history and development, their culture, their 



trading and their interrelations, were fulfilled.  Sailing from port to port, 
visitors travel visually in the myth, the history,  the past and the present, 
and they get inspired for their own real journey at the magic, wider area of 
the Black Sea. 

LETTER   FROM MARIA AND EVI:  

“Dear partners,
We are very sorry we are not with you today. Typical reasons, beyond our 
strength and our desire, kept us from participating in this committee. We 
would like to thank you all,  through our  hearts,  for  your  precious  help. 
Without you, the exhibition could not have been implemented. Each one of 
you has set up this exhibition. And we apologize for the times we were a 
little (or a lot) annoying for pressing you. We also want to thank –in public, 
too- Flora Karagianni. Her guidance, her deep knowledge and her patience 
were crucial for the success of this exhibition. 
In Thessaloniki we still have this beautiful exhibition  open to admire. We 
believe in and we hope the same success in Istanbul, in Odessa and every 
where else it travels. The journey of Olkas has to continue, because people 
need it. We hope we will meet again, discussing the many and important 
activities of Olkas project. 
Best regards,
Maria & Evi…” 
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BRANCH OF THE HELLENIC FOUNDATION FOR CULTURE

OLKAS PROJECT PROGRESS INFORMATION

Group of Activities Progress Information Notes

GA1: Ports Listing and 
Documentation

• One more Ukrainian port-city (Sudak in the Crimea) added to the Final Ports 
Catalogue.
• Documentation of Belgorod-Dnestrovsky was completed in November 2012.
• Documentation of Odessa will be completed by the end of April 2013.
• Information for documentation of Crimean ports of Sevastopol and Feodosia is 
collected from the sources available in Odessa.  

According to the Project Schedule 
documentation of the selected ports shall 
be completed by the end of June 2013. 
However, collection of information on 4 
out of 6 Ukrainian ports requires on-site 
visits to Crimean cities. To allow for this, 
the HFC team has already proposed 
respective changes to the Project’s 
Budget. Provided that these changes are 
approved, documentation of all selected 
Ukrainian ports can be completed by 
September 2013. We, therefore, propose 
to extend the deadline for 
documentation of the selected ports at 
least until the end of August 2013.

GA2: Know-How, 
Experience and Good 
Practices Exchange

• Two Ukrainian researchers have been included in the Scientific Committee of the 
International Symposium (Dr. Aleksandr Aibabin, Director of the Crimean Branch of 
the Ukrainian Institute of Oriental Studies,  and Dr. Larisa Sedikova, Deputy Director 
of the National Preserve of Tauric Chersonessos)
• In addition to these scholars, two more Ukrainian researchers from the National 
Institute of Archaeology and Odessa National University are planning to present 
their papers at the forthcoming Symposium.

Time schedule is respected.



GA3: Creation of Cross 
Board Cultural Tourism 
Product

• In November 2012 the HFC Team provided Culture Centre of Thessaloniki with 
graphic materials about history and cultural heritage of the selected Ukrainian 
port-cities to be used in preparation of the Exhibition on Ports History.
• In October 2012 the HFC Team and the Executive Director of Black and Azov Seas 
Ports Association (BASPA) Mr. G. Tokman discussed how Ukrainian ports may 
contribute to organization of the exhibition.
• Preparations for opening the exhibition in Odessa are in progress.

• In order to be able to open the 
exhibition in Odessa on schedule, we 
need to obtain graphic materials and 
textual information for translation at 
latest by the beginning of May 2013. 
• Interest in the exhibition has been also 
expressed by some Crimean authorities 
and there is a possibility that after a 
month or two in Odessa the exhibition 
will move to one of the Crimean cities. 
We thus propose to extend the time 
schedule of the exhibition in Ukraine 
until the end of October 2013.

GA4: Visibility of the 
Action

• Press releases about the project, its official opening and the first meeting of the 
Steering Committee have been posted in Ukrainian, Russian and English languages 
on the web-site of the Branch of the Hellenic Foundation for Culture 
(www.hfcodessa.org) and published in local and national mass-media.
• Letters with information about the project have been sent to the Ministry of 
Culture of Ukraine, Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Ukraine, Odessa Municipal 
Department of Tourism and the Department of Culture and Tourism of Odessa 
Regional State Administration.
• In collaboration with the Lead Partner (EKBMM), presentation of the project was 
delivered at the European Village (Kiev, June 25, 2012).
• In order to develop contacts with agencies from tourist industry, the HFC Team 
made presentations of the project at the Third International Conference “Black Sea 
Cruises 2012” (Odessa, September 21, 2012) and the International Workshop on 
Modern Trends in the Development of City Tourism (Odessa, December 7, 2012).
• English- and Ukrainian-language leaflets of the OLKAS Project were disseminated 
among participants of all the above events as well as at the Days of Europe in 
Ukraine (Odessa, May 19, 2012).
• With the purpose of creating partnership with local and regional tourism bodies 

Time schedule is respected. 
• Direct Link to OLKAS Project website 
from the website of the Branch of HFC 
will be provided by the end of April 2013.

http://www.hfcodessa.org/


the HFC Team had a meeting with Odessa Municipal Department of Culture and 
Tourism and is planning a meeting with Odessa Tourism Association in the nearest 
future.

GA5: Management an 
Coordination of the 
Action

All narrative, financial and audit reports have been submitted by the HFC Team on 
schedule.

Time schedule is respected.
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2nd SEMINAR

Flora Karagianni, Scientific Responsible

European Centre for Byzantine and Post- Byzantine Monuments (GR)



Seminar on the 

Familiarization with EKBMM's multilingual database 
“Monuments of the Byzantine Era”

- Multilingual database - updates 
- Use of the database by OLKAS project
- Existing data, new data insertion plan, editing, publication of documented 
information 
- Accessibility to the database, passwords, users  

Karagianni Flora,
Scientific Coordinator of “Olkas” Project 

22ndnd Steering Committee Meeting, Istanbul, April 5th, Steering Committee Meeting, Istanbul, April 5th, 20120133

““OLKASOLKAS””
“From the Aegean to the Black Sea
Medieval Ports in the Maritime Routes of the East”



The data base is 
multilingual and has the 

capacity to include the 
entries in Greek, English, 

French, Italian and 
Arabic.

At the entries of Olkas
will be in English

Information portal for monuments of the Byzantine Era



CCI-ISL, ICS-FORTH March, 29-30, 2012

Online Data Base of 
Anna Komnene

(www.ekbmmdb.gr) 
in which the 
documentation of the 
city-ports will be 
included



Choose a Category



Choose a 
monument / site’s 
name



CCI-ISL, ICS-FORTH March, 29-30, 2012

Choose a 
Location



Synthesis” is a cultural information system for scientific and administrative documentation of museum objects, monuments and 
sites. The system has a generic and flexible enough documentation process model, the user interface environment is provided 
through the internet and it is specially adapted for describing the knowledge for cultural instances for administration and 
scientific use, for curators and administrative staff of a cultural institution. Synthesis is a multilingual system. It supports the 
documentation in Greek, English, French, Italian, shortly in Arabic and data exchange with other systems in xml format. The use 
of xml ensures the validity and longevity of the data.



CCI-ISL, ICS-FORTH March, 29-30, 2012

Editing the data base. Creation of more cells according to the needs of the ports’ documentation



CCI-ISL, ICS-FORTH March, 29-30, 2012



CCI-ISL, ICS-FORTH March, 29-30, 2012



The documentation can 
be extremely detailed. 
It’s up to every partner to 
which point he wants to 
extend it. 



Visual Material can also be 
included (photos, 
sketches, plans)



Accessibility to the data base (Creation of passwords/ Users)
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